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The 2017/18 Moth year is fast drawing to a close and as would be expected Savannah has been busy right 
up to the end. During June we were raided by Dickie Fritz Shellhole, we attended the Jannie Smuts Parade 
at Cottesloe, as usual. We raided Tim Lukin and Steel Helmet Shellholes. 

  

The West Rand District Sgt. Maj. was certainly having some bother with the column, seems like Savannah 
was really trying, not enough motivation liquids?  

                           

Moth Mike seems to have mixed up his hands, lets forgive him, it was his first time carrying our colour. 
Take note, Sgt. Maj., there is no statute of limitations on that crime. Moth Jimmy having trouble opening 
his beer? The knife may just be a little extreme? 



 Pretty impressive turnout blokes. Moth Andy seems to have changed rather fast and Moth Mike still 
wondering about our Standard. It’s not a lawn sweeper! 

In fairly short succession we were off to Raid Steel helmet Shellhole. Arriving in secret, we had arranged a 
signal with their Sgt. Maj. to give us an indication of when we should enter. He fell asleep and the whole 
entry went pear shaped. 

      

When we did eventually get inside, we took over their Top Table and showed them how it’s supposed to 
be done. Please note our Sgt. Maj. is awake. (Moth Geoff, that has to be a credit fine for the Adj?) 



                     

 

The toasts were done and their snacks enjoyed and in the bottom photo, the usual suspects; our Sgt. Maj. 
is still awake!!! 

We also raided Tim Lukin Shellhole; they meet on a Sunday which is always a bad day for some. Our raiding 
party was small but very effective. Tim Lukin weren’t sure what to expect, they don’t get raided much.  

 

In the beginning Tim Lukin’s Old Bill Lee looked worried, maybe he should be; the Savannah raiding party 
looked anything but worried. Some of Tim Lukin’s visitors appear to be retreating? 



 

Retreating on both flanks? The Raid Bill has captured another P.O.W. and she has his beret. He calls them 
Raid Maidens! The Raid Bill seems to make a habit of this, it’s not a finable offence, Sgt. Maj.! At the end it 
seems Old Bill Lee had started to relax. Well done, Tim Lukin, we will be back. 

Savannah Shellhole always has a good turnout at the Delville Wood Parade, this last one was no exception. 
We did notice that some Shellhole members were not correctly dressed, Sgt. Maj.! 

        

  

June is rather an unusual month for Savannah Shellhole. We have six birthdays , Moths Martie, Bruce, 
Dave,Victor, Mike, Tony and Richard. Those who could make it got together at the Ridgeback to celebrate. 
It was bitterly cold but the company was great and a good time was had by all. 

     

Moth Mike has been caught out, not sure what he did. No, that isn’t one of the Raid Bills P.O.W’s, rather 
his niece who is now engaged. Let’s make MOTH history and be the first to raid a wedding 



           

Cold but smiling, our own medic Moth Dave getting some medicine ready for the cold. 

  

The East Rand District held their AGM at Windy Corner. The installations were carried out by the Platinum 
Province Exec. 

     

   

There were some accolades for Savannah, we won the Paybill Trophy and the Raid Trophy and let’s 
congratulate our own Moth Jimmy, who was installed as District Old Bill. The food was great, thanks, 
Windy Corner. We should take note, these AGM’s are well worth attending. 

Our own Shellhole AGM was soon after. We had many family and friends visiting. The AGM was well 
attended with the snacks being provided by The Mothwa. 



     

Last years Top Table doing duty for the last time. The incoming Adj. is hoping that the outgoing Adj. is 
taking minutes? Old Bill Gavin is phoning home for his notes and just in time he has them to deliver his Old 
Bill’s report. 

                             

There were several awards to be handed out. Debbie, Moth Goat’s wife, and Marlene, Moth Mike’s better 
half both received G Badges for their ongoing support to the Shellhole. Moths Jimmy, Andy and Richard 
both received special Shellhole awards for their ongoing support to the Shellhole. There were some C 
Badges handed out to those members who over the years have gone the extra mile. 

       

Moths Rory and Patrick, followed by Moths Craig and Greg. Next, there has to be a reason why Moths 
Bruce, Johnny and Mike were placed together... 

  



    

Moth Patrick recieved his 10 year tie, apologies to Moth Craig, his tie was overlooked, a fine for the 
outgoing Adj. At this stage Moth Dave stood up wondering if anyone needed medical attention. Lastly the 
Top Table in place for the last time. 

  

 

The Sgt. Maj. removed the badges of office from the old Top Table and District installed the Top Table for 
2018/9 

 

Not off the Top Table 5 minutes and Moth Mike is already complaining. The new Adj. looking for the 
minutes Moth Mike was supposed to have taken. The Old Bill telling the Adj to find them. 

  



    

The Sgt. Maj casts his eye over the new Top Table, 12 months of fines ahead... Looks like his focus is fixed 
on the Adj! 

Just when we figured that it was all over, there was a banging on the door. In walked Moth Kenny with a 
raiding party from Reveille Shellhole, they must have heard that the Mothwa were doing the catering? 

  

 

They set about to occupy our Top Table, although they were severely outnumbered, and with no artillery 
support we let them take over. Old Bill Gavin handing back the hand grenade to Reveille which we were 
supposed to have stolen on our last Raid to them. We only had it in safe keeping! 

  

We went on several raids during September and October 

                



   

We had a good raid to General van der Spuy Shellhole. Some one dropped a beer on the floor, rumour has 
it, it was the Adj or the Raid Bill? We may never know. We did notice with a certain amount of amusement 
how Shellburst Shellhole leave their mark!!!! 

           

                          

Our Raid to Sphinx was interrupted by some oddly dressed members of the SA Legion hiding in the toilet! 
Who hides in a toilet? It seems from the smiles on the faces that the raid was successful. We aren’t sure 
about Moth Abu Fila Fukal or is that Moth Patrick trying to get into the UK? 

Some of the booty we have collected during raids this last year. No Shellhole has come to collect from us 
so we just continue collecting. Moth Patrick, we need a larger display cabinet. 



    

     

Looks very like the Sgt. Maj’s. Raid jacket and did he have those on under his kilt?  Read the last one - are 
you a member? 

  

September also saw Savannah Shellhole hold a beerfest in conjunction with Cosy Corner’s fete. Although a 
fair distance to travel for most of our members, the event was very well supported by our Shellhole. 

 

Our brand new set of taps out for the first time. Moth Brewmaster Rory finetuning them. The Sgt. Maj. 
attempting to buy the first beer. He can see the Adj. about his under pants which were lost on an earlier 
raid. 



      

  

The Benoni High Pipe band giving their usual performance of traditional Highland music. Moth Dave has 
put some serious work into the display promoting all we do. He has a definite knack for these displays, well 
done, Dave. 

  

         

  

All the usual suspects were there. Moth Goat has his eye on something, we can guess. The Adj. with one of 
his many and varied headdresses. Moth Mike has already opened his blue cooler box and is forcing all to 
drink shooters 

  

         

  

The shooting continues, there were many visitors, Moth Henry from Minefields and Moth Kenny from 
Reveille. The Old Bill keeping all in check. 



      

Moth Lindy from Minefields with our Old Bill looking glum, a quick drink with Moth Andy and all seems 
well again. 

      

Moth Joe from Cosy Corner looking on while Moth Rory explains, “Is it a bird or a plane?” The Old Bill 
seems happy again, maybe some shooting with Moth Mike. The Deputy wants to know if his Goat is in the 
box.  

 

Moth Dave and Marlene doing what they do best, Potjie for all, and it was good. Moth Jimmy being told 
by  Moth Joe to take his blokes and go... 



                       T
wo photos had to be taken to get everyone in. Savannah Shellhole and friends. 

.  

During October we were also able to raise a small contingent to attend the General v.d. Spey El Alamein 
Parade. They were very pleased to have had our support. These parades are important to the MOTH, as 
they commemorate famous battles which involved South African troops. We should do our best to support 
it again next year. 

Each month the RLI hold a meeting at the Ridgeback, our brothers from Minefields attend from time to 
time and we always try to make contact with them. 

  

  



          

The usual Savannah suspects, Minefields blokes, Lindy from Minefields and a very mixed bag of hooligans. 

  

The first Saturday in November is Dickie Fritz’ Sidi Rezegh Parade and fete. Savannah decided to not only 
support the parade but sell our draft beer and donate the profits to the Dickie Fritz Mesca cottages.   

  

         

The parade steps off with Shellhole Standards and Banners flying. The SA Irish were present as usual. 

        



The column winding its way around the Ventura and onto the parade ground, it was a fair sized column this 
year. 

  

Everyone enjoyed the fly past, the ex-SAAF Alouette III brings back memories for some. Provincial Old Bill 
Dave Berry lays the wreath for the MOTH. 

  

  

Moth Rory fine tuning the taps ready for Moth Richard to start pouring, the queue was already starting to 
form. Moth Jimmy looks a little concerned with the quality or was his glass just not full enough. A very 
good turnout of Savannah Moths. 

        

  



     

In true Savannah tradition it was decided to have our own Shadow Parade at the Wall of Remembrance. A 
column was formed up and off we marched for our parade. 

 

The result is a similar Shadow Parade is planned for next year to honour those members of our Shellhole 
who have passed onto a Higher Order.  

Dickie Fritz Mesca were very happy with Savannah’s donation after the beer had all been sold.  

  

The Month of November is always very busy for veterans. This year is the Centenary of the 11th November 
Armistice which marked the end of the First World War. Savannah Shellhole had members at five parades 
over the Centenary weekend. There was so much to record that it has been decided to publish a Special 
Centenary Edition of the Savannah Dispatch. It will be published in the not too distant future. 



    

A small group of Savannah members drove to Durban for the Moth GHQ AGM. There wasn’t much to 
photograph that we didn’t see at the 90th except some relaxing after the various meetings.  On the way 
down we visited Mount Memory and didn’t see the Cross again. It was Moth Dave’s first time and he felt 
what we all do when we visit there. 

 

  

We look at all the plaques, let Moth Dave see Moth O’s plaque. It may be a good idea for Savannah to have 
a plaque mounted there to honour of all our past members. It was decided that we should toast Mount 
Memory and after a few rehearsals, we got it right.  From there off to Durban for the serious business. 



 

Second from the left is the new Old Bill of the order Moth Eddie Penzhorn. Moth Jimmy looking on, his 
work was cut out for the day. He stood in as GHQ Sgt. Maj., well done, Moth Jimmy. It was just too much 
for Moth Dave.  

We all had a great time when we visited Mills Bomb Shellhole. Moth Andy had meetings to attend to so we 
were left on our own without any supervision... 

  

     

We had just settled in at Mills Bomb and were joined by the Provincial exec, Moths Graham, Adrian and 
Old Bill Dave. It seem that even on our own we were behaving quite well? 

 

Weather was good and the beer cold, what more could we want. Moth Dave seems to be enjoying himself. 



Not too much has been said this time about the monthly Shellhole meetings, so much else to cover. 
Mention must be made of the November meeting for no other reason than the excellent food provided by 
Moths Mike and Patrick. We also honoured Moth 20mm with his own cap. 

      

The real cooks in action, take note Sgt. Maj., no deaths or illnesses from these two. It’s apt to mention here 
that whenever we do catering it’s always Moths Mike and Patrick who do all the hard work, well done both 
of you. 

 

Real fish and chips served in newspaper, doesn’t that bring back some memories? A rare photo of the two 
of them and Moth Mike isn’t complaining. 

  

The year ended in its usual way for Savannah Shellhole with our very successful Christmas Tree, credit for 
this goes as always to Debbie and Robin. 

 

The children played and were well occupied while they waited for Santa to arrive. All the children received 
their  presents and goodies from Santa and his helpers. Please note we call him Santa because Father Xmas 
is sexist and Xmas Person just doesn’t sound right! 



Most of the Savannah members had worked hard and were ready to relax after all the fun and games, the 
excelllent food was again provided by Moths Mike and Patrick 

.        

Notice Moth Richard around the chefs, was he there in an advisory or supervisory capacity? We did see 
him cutting rolls, could be the unskilled labour. 

We had a 50/50 board up to do a raffle for a hamper, it worked out very well as we raised some useful 
cash. Moth Jimmy took care of that. Please all take note we are buying our shooters from the Ridgeback! 
Our usual Cool boxes had been banned. 

 

These ladies aren’t wearing Savannah blue! Who could they be?  The drink seems to have explosive 
qualities as was seen later... 

                               

             



There are all the usual suspects relaxing after a very succesful MOTH year, hoping 2019 will be as good. 

That should have been our MOTH year ending on a high note. On New Year’s Eve, we heard of the passing 
of Moth David Strauss on 29th December. He suffered a heart attack whilst in Cape Town. I wasn’t sure 
what to do with this edition as Dave featured so prominently in it. He was our brother, Savannah was his 
home, and so this edition is dedicated to David Strauss, a dedicated Moth and great friend. This one is for 
you, Brother! We will always remember you… 

   

David only joined Savannah in February 2018 and was our youngest member. The ever-present Medic 
beret and dark glasses and the only member with a long sleeve raid jacket. 

                         

A man who always had a smile on his face even when asleep or in deep thought. 

         

  

David Ernest Strauss 10th June 1970 – 29th December 2018 

At the going down of the Sun and in the Morning we will remember him   

  



  


